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Abstract

Game theory is a popular tool for designing interaction protocols for
agent systems. It is currently not clear how to extend this to open agent
systems. By “open” we mean that foreign agents will be free to enter and
leave different systems at will. This means that agents will need to be able
to work with previously unseen protocols. There does not yet exist any
agreement on a standard way in which such protocols can be specified and
published. Furthermore, it is not clear how an agent could be given the abil-
ity to use an arbitrary published protocol; the agent would need to be able to
work out a strategy for participation. To address this we propose a machine
readable language in which a game theory mechanism can be written in the
form of an agent interaction protocol. This language allows the workings
of the protocol to be made public so that agents can inspect it to determine
its properties and hence their best strategy. Enabling agents to automatically
determine the game theoretic properties of an arbitrary interaction protocol
is difficult. Rather than requiring agents to find the equilibrium of a game,
we propose that a recommended equilibrium will be published along with
the protocol; agents can then check the recommendation to decide if it is in-
deed an equilibrium. We present an algorithm for this decision problem. We
also develop an equilibrium which simplifies the complexity of the checking
problem, while still being robust to unilateral deviations.
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1 Introduction

The main motivation for this work is to answer the following question: given an
open system of self-interested, autonomous agents, and an outcome we want them
to achieve, how could we engineer the system so that the agents would have an
incentive to reach the outcome we desire? Game theory provides exactly these
types of solutions, for human scenarios. For this reason it is a popular tool for de-
signing interaction protocols for agent systems. However the incentives provided
by a game theory mechanism rest on the assumption that the rules of the system
and their game theoretic properties are common knowledge amongst the agents.
This is fine if we are designing a closed system, where we (the agent designers)
know the rules, and we program the agents with knowledge of the game they will
be participating in. However, it is currently not clear how to extend this to open
agent systems. By “open” we mean that foreign agents will be free to enter and
leave different agent systems at will. This means that agents will need to be able
to work with previously unseen protocols. There does not yet exist any agreement
on a standard way in which such protocols can be specified and published. Fur-
thermore, it is not clear how an agent could be given the ability to use an arbitrary
published protocol; the agent would need to be able to work out a strategy for par-
ticipation. Thus our area of work is in providing a theoretical infrastructure which
can enable game theory mechanisms to be employed in open multi-agent systems.
This amounts tospecifyingandverifyingthe mechanisms in a way appropriate for
agents.

To specify mechanisms we will need a machine-readable language in which a
game theory mechanism can be written in the form of an agent interaction proto-
col. By “agent interaction protocol” we mean a specification of the system’s rules,
describing what agents are permitted to do at any stage in the interaction, and what
they are obliged to do. This would allow the workings of the protocol to be made
public so that (i) the behaviour of agents enacting the protocol can be tested to
determine if they are complying with the published rules; (ii) agents can inspect
the published specification to determine its properties and hence their best strat-
egy. These two are related: point (i) is needed to ensure that the desired properties
of the protocol will hold; i.e. any property of the game determined by inspection,
as in (ii), relies on agents adhering to the published rules. However, this kind of
compliance testing is relatively straightforward and has been discussed elsewhere
[11, 14, 24, 25]. Our focus will be on point (ii).

To determine the best strategy for participation, an agent should “solve” the
game to find the equilibrium strategies. The complexity of computing Nash equi-
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libria was for a long time an open problem [21], but it has recently been shown to
be PPAD-complete [5]1; this means that efficient algorithms are unlikely to exist2.
Even if an equilibrium is found, many games have multiple equilibria3, in which
case it is not clear which one the agents should follow. The solution proposed here
is to include, with the specification of the protocol, the designer’s recommended
strategy for each agent; the recommendation should of course be an equilibrium
of the game. In open systems there is no guarantee that a devious agent will not
publish false information; therefore agents will need to verify for themselves that
the published recommendation is indeed an equilibrium. This brings us to the idea
of verificationfor mechanisms.

Given a published game and recommended strategy for each agent, an agent
will need a procedure to determine if it is in his interest to follow the recommended
strategy. This is a much simpler problem than finding an equilibrium from scratch.
Essentially, it is the difference between (i) checking every possible combination
of values for a set of parameters, and (ii) checking every possible value of one
parameter while all others are held constant, and repeating this process for each
parameter. The first is exponential in the number of parameters, while the second
is polynomial. The number of parameters here corresponds to the number of
players in the game, and the possible values of each parameter correspond to the
strategies agents can play.

The main contribution of the paper is an algorithm which can take, as input, an
algorithmic representation of the game and the strategy for each agent, and decide
if any agent would have an incentive to unilaterally deviate from the prescribed
strategy in the game. The algorithm expands the minimum number of game states
necessary to decide this. Other contributions include an equilibrium definition
which captures the minimum requirement to ensure robustness to deviations by
one player, and a machine-readable language which allows a game and strategy
profile to be specified for agents. The language can be used to represent any finite
game of complete and imperfect information. At a higher level, this work aims to
contribute to interoperability in open agent systems, allowing agents to understand
rules and to communicate in foreign systems.

Game theory talks aboutplayersand agent theory talks aboutagents; we will

1Daskalakis et al. [5] show PPAD-completeness for≥ 4 players, and they cite the work of
Chen and Deng which shows PPAD-completeness for 2 and 3 players.

2See http://weblog.fortnow.com/2005/12/what-is-ppad.html by Lance
Fortnow.

3The equilibrium is unique in perfect information games, but it is not necessarily unique in
games of imperfect information.
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usually use the termagent, but the two are used interchangeably in this paper.
The following abbreviations are used in the paper: NE: Nash Equilibrium; SPNE:
Subgame Perfect Nash Equilibrium; PBE: Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium; ROPE:
“Robust to One Player Deviating” Equilibrium; SROPE: Sufficient Robust to One
Player Deviating Equilibrium.

Section 2 explains the problem and provides the motivation for the three com-
ponents of the proposed solution. Section 3 presents the first of these components:
the equilibrium definition. Section 4 presents the second component: a machine-
readable language for publishing both games and strategies. Section 5 presents
the third and final component: the algorithm for deciding if a published strategy
profile is an equilibrium of a published game. Section 6 presents a simple example
scenario: a two-stage repeated game. Section 7 looks at related work, and Section
8 concludes with a discussion of the limitations of the work and directions for
future work.

2 Motivation and Approach

We are interested in open systems of autonomous agents. By open we mean that
we allow any agent to enter the system. These agents may have private code and
heterogeneous architectures, so it may not be permitted or even possible to look
inside their code. Therefore we can make no guarantees about the behaviour of
the agents, however we do expect them to be rational and self interested. Multi-
agent systems come under the broad umbrella of distributed artificial intelligence;
because the intelligence is to be distributed, we do not wish to centrally plan for all
the possible interactions; we want the agents to be autonomous, therefore we do
not want to place severe constraints on the behaviour of the agents. Nevertheless
we would like to encourage certain outcomes; for example, consider a resource
allocation scenario: if not properly designed, it is possible that agents will bid for
the resource untruthfully, resulting in unfair allocation and a wastage of resources.
Without taking away the agents’ autonomy completely, we would like to engineer
the system so as to encourage more desirable outcomes, and to prevent the system
becoming dysfunctional.

Agent systems are often viewed as being similar to systems of humans in-
teracting, and for this reason we can draw on game theory, which has originally
been developed with interactions between humans in mind. Game theory has been
employed by economists to help predict the behaviour of individual actors in busi-
ness situations and also the behaviour of markets at a macro level. It has also been
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used to engineer systems with predictable behaviour. A common criticism of this
is that humans often do not play rationally. The application to agent systems is
interesting then: game theory might be a better predictor of behaviour in agent
societies than in human societies, because agents will tend to act more rationally
than humans.

Game theory is employed in social choice scenarios, for example voting or
auctions [for accessible introductions, see 2, 10]. The participants in such a sce-
nario each have some preferences over the possible outcomes. There will be some
rules governing the interaction (the mechanism) which state how and when the
participants get the opportunity to make choices, and what the outcome will be
when all choices are made. The designer of the mechanism typically wants to im-
plement a certain mapping between the participants’ preferences and the resulting
outcomes; for example, that the most popular candidate wins the election, or that
the auctioneer extracts the maximum possible revenue from the bidders, or that
the resource is allocated optimally. For simplicity we will not have any explicit
representation of preferences in our framework; the outcome of a game can be
given by a simple integer value for each player (payoff vector), and all agents
simply prefer larger payoffs. We also assume this is common knowledge; this
restricts us to games of complete information. Given a certain set of choice points
in a game, a participant will come up with a strategy to maximise his expected
utility. A player’s strategy determines what choice will be made at each choice
point, given the previous actions of the other participants; it is a function from the
history of the actions in the game so far onto the action to be taken next. Astrategy
profile specifies the strategy of each participant in the scenario. A strategy profile
determines the outcome of a play of the game. The mechanism designer must
ensure that there is a strategy profile which achieves the desired outcome, and
furthermore, the participants must have an incentive to use that strategy profile.
Incentive is provided by making the strategy profile anequilibriumof the game,
i.e. no participant could do better by deviating from the suggested strategy pro-
file. Thus game theory designs mechanisms which give participants an incentive
to realise the outcome desired by the designer.

Our concern is not with mechanism design, but with applying game theory
mechanisms in agent systems. We will assume we are given a mechanism de-
signed by a game theorist. Thus we are given a mechanism which has an equilib-
rium. We want to be able to specify this mechanism and equilibrium in a machine-
readable format; this is necessary so that foreign agents will be able to consult the
specification and know what rules are in force (this we do in Section 4). Secondly,
we want to give agents a method by which they can check that the suggested strat-
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egy profile is indeed an equilibrium; this is necessary because foreign agents may
not necessarily trust our system, they need to be able to verify that the published
equilibrium is indeed an equilibrium (this we do in Section 5). We will also find
that by adopting an equilibrium definition which is minimal in a certain sense, the
problem of checking can be greatly simplified; this minimal equilibrium notion is
developed in section 3.

This paper will restrict its attention to pure strategy equilibria in finite games.
One issue with pure strategy equilibria is that not all games have one, whereas
a mixed strategy equilibrium is guaranteed to exist (for finite games) [7, p. 29].
However this is not a problem for our approach, because we are checking a pub-
lished pure strategy equilibrium, rather than attempting to find an equilibrium.
We also restrict our attention to games where agents have perfect recall. This is
an acceptable restriction because we are modeling software agents.

3 The Equilibrium Notion

Subgame Perfect Nash Equilibrium (SPNE) is the usual equilibrium notion for
dynamic games of complete information, but we describe two problems with it,
and develop an alternative equilibrium definition. It may seem odd that we should
need to develop a special type of equilibrium, given the number of equilibrium
notions that have already been developed in game theory. However, the verifica-
tion problem we are tackling gives us a different perspective. Given a game and
a purported equilibrium, we want to be able to decide if it is robust to unilateral
deviations. Thus we seek an equilibrium notion which precisely captures the idea
of robustness to unilateral deviations. Note that the problems with SPNE, which
we describe below, apply only to games of imperfect information; in games of
perfect information our alternative equilibrium definition collapses to SPNE.

3.1 Subgame Perfect Nash Equilibrium (SPNE)

The intuition behind a SPNE is that no agent should have an incentive to uni-
laterally deviate from its strategy, provided that all other agents do not deviate
from their strategies. Each agent can ask “Do I have an incentive to deviate if
all others behave?” A SPNE is robust to deviations by one agent, but does not
rule out the possibility that a pair (or larger coalition) of agents could get a better
outcome by both deviating4. The following is the standard definition of a SPNE

4There is a stronger version that addresses this issue [1].
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[7, p. 95]. It is first necessary to define a Nash Equilibrium (NE). Strategy profile
σ = 〈σ1, σ2, . . . , σn〉 is a NE if, for all playersi ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n},

for all si ∈ Si : ui(σi, σ−i) ≥ ui(si, σ−i)

ui(. . .) utility obtained by agenti if the strategies . . . are played in the game.
σi the strategy inσ which is to be played by agenti.
σ−i the strategies inσ which are to be played by all other players.
Si the set of possible strategies for agenti.

Strategy profileσ is a SPNE if the restriction ofσ to G is a NE ofG for every
proper subgameG. A proper5 subgame is any branch of the game tree which starts
at a singleton information set6 and does not cut any information set (i.e. for every
information set in the game, either it is completely included inG, or no element
of it is included).

3.1.1 SPNE is Sometimes Too Strong

Figure 1 shows an initial fragment of a simple game. Let us say the SPNE strategy
profileσ specifies action L for every agent at every game state.
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Figure 1: Game fragment where SPNE is too strong.

There are four subgames to follow:g1, g2, g3, g4. The standard SPNE defini-
tion requires that the strategy profile be a NE in all four subgames (and the whole

5Proper here means that it does not cut an information set; it is not the meaning one might
expect if reasoning by analogy withsubset/proper subset.

6An information set is a set of game nodes which an agent cannot distinguish between. This
can be represented by drawing an ellipse around the game tree nodes belonging to an information
set, as in Figure 3.1.1.
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game); however,g4 is only reachable if players 1 and 2 simultaneously deviate.
From the point of view of each agent, if agent 1 considers his position at the
beginning of the game, and considers the consequences of him deviating while
others play the equilibrium strategy profile, then he need only consider the play
(R,L). He would not need to consider subgameg4. Likewise, if agent 2, at his
information set, were to consider the consequences of him deviating while others
play the equilibrium, he would have to assume that player 1 had played L, and
then consider the play (L,R). He would not need to consider subgameg4.

Assume that the complete game is as in Figure 2. Again, let us say that the
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Figure 2: Game where SPNE is too strong.

strategy profileσ specifies action L for every agent at every game state. We can
see thatσ is not a SPNE because L is not an equilibrium strategy in subgameg4.
Subgameg4 is only reachable if agents 1 and 2 both deviate, soσ still satisfies the
“robust to one player deviating” intuition we wish to capture. Another point to
note here is that we may not need complete strategy profiles for the equilibrium
notion we seek, a restricted strategy profile which does not specify any action in
subgameg4 above would be sufficient. We will make clear later exactly what
actions need to be specified.

To get a better feel for the potential saving in the number of subgames to
be considered, consider a two-stage game of simultaneous moves withp players
each havinga actions to choose from. Using the standard SPNE notion there
areap singleton information sets after the first stage is complete, and henceap

subgames to be checked. However, if we consider only subgames that can be
reached by zero or one deviations, the tree can be expanded as follows: the first
playerA1 considers alla actions (a new nodes, one of which is on the equilibrium
path); the second playerA2 expands these nodes by considering alla actions at
the node on the equilibrium path, but only considers the action specified by his
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equilibrium strategy at all othera− 1 nodes (creatinga + a− 1 new nodes); each
subsequent playerAn createsa new nodes from the node that was the equilibrium
path and (by considering the action specified by his equilibrium strategy) adds one
new node for each of the other nodes just expanded by playerAn−1. Hence the
total number of singleton information sets after the first stage is complete will be
a + (p − 1)(a − 1) = p(a − 1) + 1; i.e. it has gone fromap to being bounded
by ap. Extending this to games ofm stages gives us a bound of(ap)m for the
number of terminal nodes in the game tree which need to be considered, whereas
the corresponding bound for the full SPNE would beapm. Thus the saving could
make a significant difference to the feasibility of the verification problem in the
case of games with a small fixed number of sequential moves, but a large number
of players.

3.1.2 SPNE is Sometimes Too Weak

We now look at a sense in which the SPNE is too weak, allowing non-credible
threats7. Consider the game of Figure 3. Again, let us say that the strategy profile
σ specifies action L for every agent at every game state.
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Figure 3: Game where SPNE is too weak.

Agent 3 is happy with the equilibrium path where he gets a utility of 4, but
agents 1 and 2 would like to force the game into information set{g2, g3, g4}where
they could potentially get a higher utility. However, agent 3 threatens to play L

7Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium does strengthen SPNE to overcome this [7, p. 337], but PBE is
too strong in the same way as SPNE is.
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in {g2, g3, g4}, meaning that if{g2, g3, g4} is reached then the final utility will
only be (0,0,0). We can see that this threat is not credible, because if the play
reaches{g2, g3, g4} then agent 3’s rational choice is to cut his losses and play R.
The strategy profileσ is an SPNE here, but it is not robust to one player deviating.

To see how it is an SPNE consider a single deviation by agent 1: the play will
be (R,L,L) resulting in utility (0,0,0) which is worse for agent 1 than the equilib-
rium. For a single deviation by agent 2: the play will be (L,R,L) resulting in utility
(0,0,0) which is worse for agent 2 than the equilibrium. For a single deviation by
agent 3: the play will be (L,L,R) resulting in utility (0,0,0) which is worse for
agent 3 than the equilibrium. The strategiesσ are a NE in the only proper sub-
game (g1) and also in the overall game, henceσ is an SPNE. According to SPNE
we do not consider any of the nodes in the information set{g2, g3, g4} as a sub-
game which we should check to ensure 3’s prescribed strategy is an equilibrium.

To see how it is not robust to one player deviating we analyse the game from
the perspective of each agent and ask if they would have an incentive to deviate
unilaterally fromσ. Agent 1 could consider what happens if he deviates and plays
R. Agent 1 knows that agent 2 will be unaware that he has played R. Agent 1 must
now nest an analysis from agent 2’s point of view to decide what agent 2 would
do next. This is the nested analysis: agent 2 assumes agent 1 has played L; now
consider if agent 2 would still play L; there needs to be a further nesting where
agent 2 considers what agent 3 would do if agent 2 plays R. This is the inner nested
analysis: agent 3 will be at information set{g2, g3, g4}8 at that stage, and playing
L is inconsistent with rationality; agent 3 would in fact play R here, and the utility
would be (2,2,2) in agent2’s analysis, but (3,1,3) in agent1’s analysis. So it would
appear that agent 2 should deviate fromσ and play R. This does not guarantee that
agent1 will play R however, because the conclusion that agent 2 would play R
rested on the assumption that agent 1 would followσ. It would be irrational for
agent 2 to believe agent1 will follow σ. The whole thing breaks down here;
the result is thatσ is useless for making any prediction about the outcome. If the
analysis from any one agent’s perspective favours a deviation, then the assumption
of all other agents (thatσ will be followed) becomes irrational. In general we can
see that there are problems in situations where agents have irrational expectations
about what other agents will do.

We would like to make sure threats are credible, but we cannot consider the

8In fact agent 1 knows that agent 3 would be at nodeg4, but agent 1 also knows that agent 2
would believe that agent 3 would be at nodeg2. This is just an interesting aside because we see
how agents will need to follow the erroneous reasoning of others. It matters little here because
agent 3 cannot tell the difference betweeng2 andg4 anyway.
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game starting at nodeg2 (for example) independently, to ensure that agent 3’s
strategy is a NE in that game. This is because we cannot separate the choice agent
3 takes at nodesg2, g3 andg4; agent 3 must take the same choice in each node
in an information set. We will need to consider the utility agent 3 would get by
playing L at this information set, and compare it with his utility by playing R,
if L is at least as good as R then there is no incentive to deviate. To find the
utility for playing R we need to consider the utilities gained at all the nodes within
{g2, g3, g4} which he believes he may be at, and likewise for playing L.

3.2 An Equilibrium Robust to Deviations by One Player

There is potential for confusion here as we are talking about two types of belief in
this paper. Firstly, beliefs in the actions other agents will take; secondly, beliefs
about the likelihood of being at a particular node when in an information set. To
avoid confusion, from now on we will refer to the first type of belief as anexpec-
tation and the second type as abelief. This leads us to sometimes say “believes
and expects”, which seems a little unnatural, but has a clear meaning.

The question we want to answer is: how can we engineer a system of self-
interested rational agents to ensure that they will have an incentive to reach the
outcome we desire? We have seen above how an equilibrium in a game can be
used to ensure that the agents participating in a game will have an incentive to
achieve some outcome which we desire. We are looking at a scenario where a
group of rational agents is presented with a strategic game and a recommended
strategy profileσ (which may include restricted strategies), which each agent ex-
pects his opponents to adhere to. The strategy profileσ should at least define a
complete path from the start node to the outcome we want, but it may also specify
actions for some or all information sets off the equilibrium path. Some of these
actions might be important and others might not be; i.e. some may provide “pun-
ishments” for deviation and hence play a part in deciding whether any agent will
have an incentive to unilaterally deviate. The precise question we want to answer
now is: what are the minimal necessary conditions onσ to ensure that none of
the agents participating in the game will have an incentive to deviate from the
equilibrium path?

There is an initial “leap of faith” when it comes to a strategy profileσ which is
an equilibrium in imperfect information games. Each agent can analyse the game
and strategy profile from his point of view to determine if he has an incentive
to deviate,given that all other agents behave. This “given. . .” is the leap of
faith. The agents do not analyse the game from scratch to determine the optimal
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strategy profile, and expect that to be played. Say, for example, that there exists an
alternate strategy profileφ that maximises social welfare: it is not expected that
the agents will follow this; instead, it is expected that the agents will follow the
given equilibrium strategy profileσ (as in the classic prisoners’ dilemma where
the optimal outcome is not a NE, but a suboptimal one is).

The fact that it is a common expectation that the strategy will be followed
implies that there will be no coalitional deviations; i.e. we are in a scenario where
there is no side communication through which agents could arrange a coalitional
deviation. Thus the only case in which the expectation is not tenable is if any
agents could do better by deviating unilaterally. We do not need to consider two
agents independently planning unilateral deviations; each agent expects the others
to play as advertised, so it is only rational for an agent to choose to deviate if his
deviant strategy will get him a better outcome while other agents play as expected.

Because all agents are rational, it would be unreasonable for one agent to ex-
pect any other agents to play strategies which are not optimal for them, given what
they know9. This gives us an additional requirement to add to our equilibrium no-
tion; i.e. the expectations about how other agents will play must be consistent
with rationality. However, a published strategy profile may specify spurious irra-
tional actions in portions of the game tree which are not relevant to the analysis
of whether or not it is an equilibrium; we would like to consider such a strategy
profile as an equilibrium so long as it is robust to unilateral deviations.

Definition 3.1 Given some rational assignment of beliefs at information sets,
which is common knowledge among the agents, a strategy profileσ (possibly re-
stricted) is a ROPE (Robust to One Player Equilibrium) iff there exists a restricted
strategy profileτ , composed of a restriction of each of the strategies inσ, for which
the following holds:

1. The strategies inτ are sufficiently complete to specify a path from the start
node to a terminal node (the equilibrium path).

2. If following τ is adopted as a common expectation by the agents playing
the game, then the expectations and beliefs of all agents are consistent with
rationality.

If a strategy profileσ is a ROPE, andτ is its restriction satisfying the requirements,
and if τ is adopted as a common expectation, then this ensures that none of the

9We mean here both (i) what they know by virtue of the information set they are in, at any
game node and also (ii) the common expectation about the strategies to be played.
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agents participating in the game will have an incentive to unilaterally deviate from
the equilibrium path. This is self evident: if agenti had an incentive to unilaterally
deviate then the expectations abouti’s actions would not be rational. This is now
like a SPNE, but weaker because the expectations need not cover actions for every
part of the game tree. When we formalise the definition below we will have a clear
idea of which parts of the tree do need to be covered. Note that we do not need
to state that strategies should be equilibria in any subgames, this requirement (for
relevant subgames) is implicit in the requirement that expectations be rational.
Note also that we cannot require the expectations to be rational without the proviso
that they must be common knowledge; this is because an agent’s prescribed action
is only rational because of what he expects the other agent to do (consider the NE
in the prisoners’ dilemma for example).

Given a profile and a game, where it is claimed that the profile is a ROPE of
the game, we want to check if the above two requirements hold. Requirement 1
is trivial to check. To check requirement 2 we observe that an agent’s expectation
about another’s strategy is rational if that other agent would have no incentive to
deviate from that strategy. The circularity is not a problem; we simply assume
the common expectation and then check each action that is prescribed for each
agent, one by one. If each agent’s prescribed actions are rational, then the com-
mon expectation is rational; if there is a problem for any agent then the common
expectation becomes irrational.10

10Note that checking each of an agent’s prescribed actions, one by one, is equivalent to checking
for the existence of a deviant strategy for that agent. The proof is a simple generalisation of the
“one stage deviation principle” for finite multi-stage games with observed actions [7, p. 109].
Suppose the agent has a deviant strategy which prescribes a number of deviant actions at various
points in the game. Consider the path played in the game when the agent plays this strategy
and other agents followτ . Whichever is the last deviant action taken by the agent must itself be
better than the action prescribed byτ at that point; otherwise the agent would have no incentive
to deviate fromτ . Hence if there is a superior deviant strategy there must also be a single deviant
action which is superior toτ at a point in the game. So ruling out all single deviant actions would
also rule out all deviant strategies.

Given that a coalition of agents could reach a superior outcome by deviating from an equilib-
rium, it might be argued that one agent could have a superior deviant strategy when he does not
have a single superior deviant action; this argument rests on the idea that it is as though he is in
a coalitional deviation with himself. A coalition of two agents can deviate to a superior outcome
even when they have no single superior deviant action; consider Figure 3, agents 1 and 2 can col-
lude to reachg4 even though agent 2 has no incentive to unilaterally play deviant action R, because
in the unilateral case agent 2 believes he is at the left node of the information set. This is why this
kind of deviation does not work for a single agent acting twice; the requirement of perfect recall
means that he cannot reach an information set which obscures information about one of his own
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To decide if an agent has an incentive to deviate at some point in the game,
we would have to look at each deviant action he could take and see what utility he
would get by taking it. This utility is given by following the prescribed actions of
agents from the deviant point onward. This means we will ultimately need to look
at the utilities assigned to some of the terminal nodes of the game. However, we
may not need to look at all the terminal nodes. Given an algorithmic representation
of the game, expanding the game tree down to a large number of terminal nodes,
and storing that portion of the tree, could be quite costly. We would like to expand
the minimum amount of the tree necessary.

3.3 Checking a Portion of the Tree

Ultimately we want to check if an agent has an incentive to deviate at any node on
the equilibrium path. To decide this we would have to look at each deviant action
he could take and see (i) what utility he would get, given that his expectations
about the other agents are rational; (ii) if the expectations about other agents are
rational along the paths that would be followed after his deviant action. This leads
to a recursive definition:

Definition 3.2 Agenta has no incentive to take a deviant action at some point in
the game iff the utility he expects to get from the deviation (given his expectations
about other agents) is no greater than the utility from the prescribed action, and
at each node on the path whicha expects will be followed after his deviant action,
the acting agent has no incentive to take a deviant action.

Because the game is finite, there is a last move, at which point the analysis does
not rest on expectations about other agents. Thus the utilities (and the lack of
incentive to deviate) can be propagated upward from the terminal nodes by back-
ward induction. The approach is to do a first pass forward through the tree to
identify the relevant terminal nodes, and then to propagate the utilities backwards
(up the tree) and determine if the prescribed actions are rational.

Returning to the analysis of section 3.1.2 we can see this process in action.
Agent 1 had to consider the rationality of the prescribed action for agent 2 in
the case that agent 1 deviated, etc. One way to look at this is that if the first agent
deviates there should be a punishment given by the second agent, and that punisher
agent’s action must be rational, so there should be a punishment if he deviates,

earlier choices. Therefore if his later deviant action is superior in concert with an earlier deviant
action, then the later action is also superior on its own.
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given by a third agent (the punisher’s punisher), etc. We will call the nodes at
which punishments need to be deliveredpunishing sets; i.e. the first set of nodes
off the equilibrium path will constitute the setPunisher 1, the next ones, where the
punisher’s punisher must act, will bePunisher 2 etc. Note that just because the
line of reasoning of an agent can include more than one agent deviating, it does not
mean that the agent is considering the possibility of a coalitional deviation. The
deviations considered are always nested, and it is necessary to consider them to
know if the next agents’ prescribed actions are rational in hypothetical situations,
when deviations happen. Thus it is not a case of an agent analysing the game and
thinking “what if players 1 and 2 deviate and reach nodex”; instead it is an agent
thinking “what if 1 deviates and then 2 being aware of that deviations thinks “what
if I (2) deviate and reach nodex . . .

By looking at the punishments sufficient to ensure that agents do not deviate
from the equilibrium path, we arrive at an equilibrium notion where only a portion
of the tree needs to be specified and verified. By a loose analogy this can be
given the following picturesque description. The equilibrium defines a stable path
through the game which is robust to small deviations, so we can consider it much
like a stable path for a ball rolling along a surface. It should be rolling along a
valley with hills on both sides; however, we should not have to specify the layout
of the entire landscape to ensure our ball’s path is robust to small perturbations. It
is enough to specify what is close to its path.

The concept of subgame perfection is a sort of crude patch that blocks non-
credible threats, but also blocks other properties of games11, properties which
were not responsible for the problem. This is why we described SPNE as too
strong, in Section 3.1.1; its strengthening and generalisation to continuation gam-
es in PBE is likewise too strong. Subgame perfection is crude because it does
not isolate the essence of the problem, which is the need for rational expectations
about what will happen on future paths if a single agent chooses to deviate from
the equilibrium path.

3.4 Assigning Beliefs About Information Sets

In Definition 3.2 we referred to an agent’s expectation about the path followed
after his action; this depends on his belief about what node he is in at an informa-
tion set. We need to pick some assignment of beliefs at information sets which

11Namely, subgame imperfection in a part of the game tree that can only be reached by coali-
tional deviation
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will be common knowledge among all the agents. Referring to Figure 3, we see
that in agent 2’s information set it is rational for him to believe that he is at the
left node, as that is the node that is expected to be reached. Assigning a belief to
information set{g2, g3, g4} is more tricky. We have assumed there should be no
coalitional deviations, and no agent should have an incentive to unilaterally de-
viate; nevertheless, at{g2, g3, g4} player 3 is aware that somebody has deviated,
although he does not know who. One could argue that it should be equally likely
to be at eitherg2 or g3 because they are reached by the minimum number of devi-
ations, but a reasonable counterargument is that it should beg4 because all agents
know the game is robust to single deviations, so they would not deviate tog2 or g3.
One could also argue that agent 3 should look further down the game tree to guess
what outcome the deviant agent might be aiming for, but this is getting a little
more complicated than we would like. One thing is for certain: if{g2, g3, g4} is
reached, then the assumptions of rationality and no collusion cannot both be valid;
anything could happen, unless we make some new assumptions. We will assume
no collusion, and a minimal amount of deviation at all times; the rationale being
that an agent may have erred due to having limited rationality. Thus an agent at an
information set will assume he is at the node(s) arrived at by the minimum number
of sequential deviations. Thus the belief at{g2, g3, g4} is that the true node isg2

or g3 with equal probability. To some extent the choice for the belief assignment
can be arbitrary, all that matters is that it is common knowledge. If it is common
knowledge then each agent knows what to expect of the others, and so they know
the punishment they can expect to get for deviating.

3.5 Definition of Game and Strategy

We first need to define agameand astrategy.

Definition 3.3 A finite extensive form gameG is a tuple〈N, A, T, U, I, M〉:

• A nonempty finite set ofN agents{1, 2, . . . , N}.

• A nonempty finite set of agent actionsA.

• A game tree12 T , which can be represented as a nonempty finite set of his-
toriesT = {h1, h2, . . . , hx}, where each historyh is a finite sequence of ac-
tions [ai, aj, . . . , az]. To aid readability we will use square brackets around

12Strictly speaking our tree is anarborescence[7, p. 79] because there is exactly one path from
the root node to every other node.
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history sequences; this makes it easy to distinguish them from the various
other tuples used later. The length ofh is given by|h|. Each history rep-
resents a node in the extensive form of the game; we will use the terms in-
terchangeably. There will be a single initial node represented by the empty
history[ ], having length zero. A nodeh1 is the direct predecessor of a node
h2 if h1 is a prefix ofh2 and its length is one less; we sayh1 = dp(h2).
Every node except the initial node has a unique direct predecessor. A node
h1 has a setS(h1) of direct successors whereS(h1) = {h | h1 = dp(h)};
the setC = {a | a = last(h), h ∈ S(h1)} is called the set of choices at
nodeh1; last(h) returns the last element of the sequenceh. Nodes having
an empty set of direct successors are termedterminal.

• A utility function U mapping each terminal node to a tuple〈u1, u2, . . . , uN〉
giving the utility for each agent.

• An information set functionI mapping each nonterminal node to the set of
nodes in the same information set as it. It is required that each node in an
information set has the same set of choices.

• A mover functionM mapping each game node to the agent who has the
move at that node (obviouslyM must map all nodes in the same information
set to the same agent).

This can be illustrated for the game of Figure 3:

• N = {1, 2, 3}

• A = {L, R}

• T = {[ ], [L], [R], [L, L], [L, R], [R,L], [R,R], [L, L, L], [L, L, R],
[L, R, L], [L, R, R], [R, L, L], [R,L, R], [R,R,L], [R, R,R]}

• U : [L, L, L]→ 〈1, 1, 4〉, [L, L, R]→ 〈0, 0, 0〉, [L, R, L]→ 〈0, 0, 0〉,
[L, R, R]→ 〈2, 2, 2〉, [R,L, L]→ 〈0, 0, 0〉, [R,L, R]→ 〈1, 2, 2〉,
[R,R,L]→ 〈0, 0, 0〉, [R,R,R]→ 〈3, 1, 3〉

• I : [ ]→ {[ ]}, [L]→ {[L], [R]}, [R]→ {[L], [R]},
[L, L]→ {[L, L]}, [L, R]→ {[L, R], [R,L], [R, R]},
[R,L]→ {[L, R], [R, L], [R,R]}, [R,R]→ {[L, R], [R,L], [R,R]}
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• M : {[ ]} → 1, {[L], [R]} → 2, {[L, L]} → 3,
{[L, R], [R,L], [R,R]} → 3

A strategy profileσ for a gameG = 〈N, A, T, U, I,M〉 is a set of strategies
{σ1, σ2, . . . σN} where eachσi is a function mapping each information set owned
by agenti to some actiona ∈ A. The information sets owned byi are given by
{Iset | M(Iset) = i}. We will also accept restricted strategies as inputs to our
algorithm, this means that the functionsσi might be undefined for some of the
information sets owned by agenti. We will overload the symbolσ and use it to
also represent a function mapping each information set to the action specified for
it; i.e. for information setIset we already have thati = M(Iset) is the agent
who owns it anda = σi(Iset) is the action to be taken there, so we simply say
σ(Iset) = a.

3.6 Requirements Sufficient to Ensure Robustness to Devia-
tions by One Player (SROPE)

Our equilibrium will be called a SROPE, so named because it specifiessufficient
conditions for a strategy profile to be a ROPE (but not necessary). Given a game
G and a (possibly restricted) strategy profileσ we will define what it means for
σ to be a SROPE. First we describe which nodes ofG are in which punishing
sets, and what the agents’ beliefs are at any information sets which intersect with
punishing sets. Figure 4 shows punishing sets for two simple example games; the
only differences between the two are in the final information sets, this illustrates
how information sets affect punishing sets.

Definition 3.4 A strategy profileσ (possibly restricted) is a SROPE (Sufficient to
be a Robust to One Player Equilibrium) for a gameG = 〈N, A, T, U, I, M〉 iff

• The setsPunisher 0,Punisher 1, . . . are disjoint sets of nodes of the game
tree.

• A punishing nodeis any noden ∈ Punisher i for any punishing indexi.

• The functionbelief maps each information setJ , which includes apunish-
ing node, to a subset ofJ .

• The root node is in thePunisher 0 set.
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Figure 4: Games illustrating punishing sets; nodes are annotated with the index of
the punishing set they belong to (encircled). Left is always the prescribed action
and Right is deviant.

• If noden ∈ Punisher i andn is not terminal, thenσ(I(n)) is defined and
(n • σ(I(n))) ∈ Punisher i. Note that the bullet symbol• is used to add an
element to the end of a sequence.

• If noden ∈ Punisher i andn is not terminal andbelief (I(n)) ⊆ Punisher i,
then for each nodenb ∈ belief (I(n)) each direct successor, except the equi-
librium one, is inPunisher i+1, i.e.
∀n ∈ Punisher i :(

S(n) 6= ∅ ∧
belief (I(n)) ⊆ Punisher i

)
→

 ∀nb ∈ belief (I(n)) :
S(nb) \ {(n • σ(I(n)))}
⊆ Punisher i+1


(e.g. in figure 3, consider noden = g2 andbelief (I(n)) = {g2, g3}, these
nodes are inPunisher 1, the successors by all actions except L are the two
terminal nodes with utilities (2,2,2), these are included inPunisher 2.)

• For any punishing noden, belief (I(n)) is the subset ofI(n) which contains
the nodes in the punishing set of minimum index.

• ThePunisher sets and the sets returned by thebelief function are the small-
est sets satisfying the above requirements.

• Theexpected utilityof noden is equal to theexpected utilityof node(n •
σ(I(n))), unlessn is a terminal node, in which case it isU(n).
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• An agent’sexpected utilityfor playing actiona at noden is equal to the
expected utilityof noden • a.

• An agent’sexpected utilityfor playing actiona at information setJ is the
average of all theexpected utilitiesobtained by playing actiona at each
node inbelief (J).

• An agent has anincentive to deviateat a punishing noden iff his expected
utility for playing actionσ(I(n)) at information setI(n) is worse than his
expected utilityfor playing some other action at information setI(n).

• The following two requirements must be met:

1. No agent has anincentive to deviateat any punishing node.

2. The strategies inσ are sufficiently complete to specify a path from the
root node to a terminal node.

Note thatincentive to deviateandexpected utilityare italicised above because
they are merely arbitrary labels for properties of nodes, as far as the definition is
concerned. We have not proved whether or not the agents do have an incentive to
deviate at each node thus labelled. Let us definecorrectly assigned utilityas an
assignment of utility to a node (or action at an information set) which is consistent
with the utility a rational agent can expect to get if that node is reached (or that
action is played). Let us describe information sets containing punishing nodes as
punishing information sets.

Claim 3.5 Given a common expectation thatσ will be played, then the “expected
utility” is defined at all punishing nodes, and it is correctly assigned.

Proof (by induction on the length of a path) By definition, theexpected utility
assigned to terminal nodes is correct. Now we show that for each punishing node
n, if its successor byσ(I(n)) has an “expected utility” correctly assigned to it,
thenn also has an “expected utility” correctly assigned to it. This is a simple
matter of observing that if the agents expect thatσ will be played, then they can
expect to get the same utility atn as at(n•σ(I(n))). Alsoσ(I(n)) is defined at all
non terminal punishing nodes. Building up inductively from terminal punishing
nodes in this way will cover all punishing nodes, because Definition 3.4 requires
every punishing noden to have all of its successors byσ(I(n)) included in the
same punishing set (bullet point 5).�
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Claim 3.6 Given a common expectation thatσ will be played, and given that
agents do have beliefs at punishing information sets as defined in Definition 3.4,
then no agent has an incentive to deviate at any punishing node.

Proof Similar to the above, if we assume common belief in the assignments made
by the belief function, then it is straightforward to see thatexpected utilityis
correctly assigned to actions at punishing information sets. This implies thatin-
centive to deviateis also assigned to punishing nodes in a way consistent with
what a rational agent could deduce.�

Claim 3.7 If we consider scenarios where agents do have beliefs at punishing in-
formation sets as defined in Definition 3.4, then every SROPE is a ROPE, where
the restricted strategies given by the actions prescribed at all punishing informa-
tion sets are the restricted strategy profileτ of Definition 3.1.

Proof (obvious) The only expectations we bring across fromσ to τ are those
relating to actions at punishing nodes, and we have already shown that these are
incentive compatible if there is a common expectation that they will be played.�

Therefore, by the arguments presented below Definition 3.1, if agents adopt
the common expectation that the actions specified in the punishing sets of a SROPE
will be played, then this ensures that none of the agents participating in the game
will have an incentive to unilaterally deviate from the equilibrium path.

Not every ROPE is a SROPE however. As a counterexample, consider an
extreme case: consider a game where there is a terminal node giving every agent a
greater utility than can be got at any other terminal node; then a restricted strategy
profile which prescribes only the actions of the path to this node will be a ROPE,
regardless of what irrational actions might be specified for any other nodes. If the
actions at punishing information sets are not rational then it will not be a SROPE.
In general, if actions are not rational at some punishing information sets, then it
means that the agent who was to mete out the punishment has an incentive to take
a different action, but it does not necessarily follow that the agent who was to be
punished would not still be punished by the different action. SROPE is stronger
than it needs to be, however it is the equilibrium we will check for. Checking for a
ROPE could be considerably more complex and the analysis of this is postponed
for future work.

Claim 3.8 If we consider scenarios where agents do have beliefs at punishing
information sets as defined in Definition 3.4, and if there is more than one terminal
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node13, then the number of utilities consulted at terminal nodes by a SROPE is the
minimum number necessary to ensure it is a ROPE.

Proof (by contradiction) Assume we have at least one punishing terminal node
p (checked by a SROPE), which does not need to be checked to ensure that the
SROPE is a ROPE. Construct an example of a game which assigns a dominant
utility at p, i.e. a utility giving each agent a greater payoff than any other terminal
node. Furthermore, let this dominant utility be greater than the sum of the absolute
values of all other utilities in the game. This ensures that it still dominates even if
it is averaged with other nodes to calculate expected utility.

Firstly consider the case wherep is on the equilibrium path defined by the
SROPE: we have assumed in the claim that there is at least one other terminal
nodeq, now consider noded, the lowest14 common predecessor ofp and q (d
does exist, because it could be the root node which is the common predecessor
of everything); the agent who has the move at the information set which includes
d believes that he is atd (because the nodes on the equilibrium path are the only
ones inPunisher 0); in order to make a rational choice about playing an action
which would lead top, he must check its utility, and if he does not, his prescribed
action is irrational, and hence the common expectation is irrational, and it cannot
be a ROPE (contradiction).

In the remainder we consider the case wherep is not on the equilibrium path.
There is a unique path fromp up to the root node (recall our tree is really an ar-
borescence); by following this path up we will be in nodes belonging to the same
punishing set asp until at some point we reach a nodeu in a punishing set whose
index is one less. This follows from Definition 3.4, ifp is in Punisher i, then its
direct predecessor is either inPunisher i or Punisher i−1. This following up pro-
cedure can be continued until the root node if necessary (which could be the first
node inPunisher i−1 to be reached); it is eventually guaranteed to reach this if it
does not reachPunisher i−1 before that. Now, at nodeu, the path down top is
reachable only by taking a deviant actiona, this follows from the fact thatu is in
a punishing set of lower index thatp. Therefore the agent (sayAgu) who has the
move at the information set which includesu, believes that he could be atu; oth-
erwise the path fromu down top would not have been added toPunisher i. Note
that after taking deviant actiona, if one expects that non-deviant actions will be

13This proviso seems a bit silly, but as a sort of amusing aside we can see that a game with
one terminal node requires no checking at all; a SROPE would check one node too many in this
situation.

14Lowest: meaning furthest from the root node.
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followed, thenp will eventually reached, because that entire path is inPunisher i.
HenceAgu believes and expects that his choice of play atu could lead to the final
outcomep; therefore he will clearly need to check the utility atp in order to make
a rational decision. The proof is not quite finished yet because it is not entirely
clear that the fact thatAgu needs to checkp necessarily means that some agent
acting at the equilibrium path would need to checkp, i.e. could we just drop the
prescribed action atu, and consider the restricted strategy which excludes it, as
a candidate ROPE? The answer is negative, because we can keep following up
the tree fromu, and every time we reach a node in a punishing set whose index
is one less, then we know that the agent acting there has irrational expectations
if he expects that his choice of action could not lead top being reached eventu-
ally. This procedure continues until a node on the equilibrium path is reached, at
which point we have an agent with irrational expectations on the equilibrium path
(contradiction).�

Note that the same proof cannot be extended to show that some non-punishing
terminal noden needs to be checked, because in following the path fromn up
to the root, the first punishing nodep, which we reach (and we are guaranteed
to reach a punishing node, because the root node is a punishing node), will be
one where the agent who has the move does not believe he has a possibility to
be at that node, therefore his choice at that information set will not be influenced
by what utility could be reached by taking the path we have followed. Further-
more, this means that the path which all other agents expect to be followed from
p downwards is the path which takes the actions prescribed by the SROPE (and
hence in the same punishing set asp), i.e. it is not the path we have followed up
from n; therefore, returning to a consideration of the path fromn upwards, no
agent higher up the path thanp will be influenced in his decision by the utility
assigned ton, because he does not expectn to be reached. Essentially we only
consider a unilateral deviation from the point of view of each agent in turn, and, if
all these reveal that the prescribed actions are rational, given the common expec-
tation, then the common expectation is rational. Given the beliefs of a SROPE,
there is no agent who believes and expects that a unilateral deviation could ever
lead to noden being reached.

Claim 3.8 is a little limited, because we have the proviso that we must ac-
cept the beliefs as defined by a SROPE; however, it could easily be generalised
to an equilibrium notion which takes beliefs as input (as in PBE), and consults
the minimum number of terminal nodes, given those beliefs. The number of ter-
minal nodes consulted is significant, as discussed in Section 3.1.1, because from
our game representation, to determine the utility at a terminal node will require
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stepping through the program until it is reached. Furthermore, the final state of
this execution might involve a complex numerical calculation to determine the
utilities.

3.6.1 A Comparison With Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium

A SROPE is very similar to a PBE. However PBE is stronger because it requires
agents’ behaviours to be rational at all information sets, whereas we only require
this in the information sets which contain punishing nodes. PBE takes into ac-
count the entire tree, even parts that are only reachable by several simultaneous
deviations. We could use PBE, if we use beliefs as defined above, and if we drop
PBE’s requirement that all singleton information sets have probability one; instead
we could assign probability zero to all non punishing information sets. Of course
a difference with PBE is the fact that, given only a strategyσ and a gameG, we
can determine whether or notσ is a SROPE forG; whereas to determine if it is a
PBE forG we will additionally need to know the agents’ beliefs in the game. PBE
is of course also able to handle games of incomplete information which SROPE
is not.

4 Representing Games and Strategies Algorithmi-
cally

We need a machine-readable representation of a game and strategy. Copying the
terminology of Gottlob et al. [12], we can call the representation of a game or
strategy intensional if it is given in terms of the encoding of a deterministic Turing
machine (i.e. using some type of programming language). The representation of a
game is extensional if it is given by a matrix where every possible strategy profile
has an entry describing the utility the players receive. Because we are interested
in publishing specifications, and in communicating them between agents, we de-
sire a concise representation; hence we favour intensional representations of both
games and strategies. Another alternative would be some sort of extensive form
representation (i.e. representing the extensive form game tree), or a representation
that is tailored to a specific game type, giving concise specifications for that type
of game (but possibly collapsing to extensive form for other types). None of these
alternatives are satisfactory if we need concise descriptions. Consider some type
of resource allocation scenario, with combinatorial bidding; to represent such a
game in extensive form could be prohibitive, whereas it could be quite simple to
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specify intensionally with a programming language. In fact, beyond some con-
stant size difference (which factors out the advantages of languages tailor-made
for specific games), nothing can be more concise than a programming-language
type of specification (its size can be the Kolmogorov complexity of the game).

This section presents the syntax and semantics for SMPL (Simple Mechanism
Programming Language). It is copied from the Simple Programming Language
of Manna and Pnueli [18], with some modifications. We do not directly give a
semantics to SMPL in terms of games; instead we first describe a standard pro-
gram semantics for SMPL, in terms of the sequences of states it could produce
(Section 4.2), then in the next section (Section 4.3) we use the program semantics
to describe the game represented by the SMPL program. SPL was chosen as the
basis for our approach for two reasons: firstly it is a theoretical language, and
hence extremely simple (as opposed to using Java, for example); secondly, it was
originally designed for specifying reactive systems, hence it is well adapted to
modular specification, where it is important to keep track of the communications
passed between each module, and the variables local to each particular module.
To help the reader to get a feel for the language, Figure 5 gives a very simple
example of an SMPL program describing a trivial game involving one agent and
the principal. The messages exchanged are simple integers. Agent1 chooses15 an
integer in the range1 . . . 10 and sends it to the principal, by writing to the special
variableout1. The principal waits for the value to be written and then reads this
value, storing the result in the variablevar receive, after which he immediately
resetsout1 to zero. He then adds “4” to the read value and determines the final
payoff, which is written to the special variablepayoff tuple.

4.1 SMPL Syntax

4.1.1 Program

A program has the following syntax:

Ag1 ::
[
decli; [`1 : S1; ˆ̀1 :]

]
‖ . . . ‖ AgP ::

[
declP ; [`P : SP ; ˆ̀

P :]
]

It consists of a number ofmodulesrepresenting each of the agent processes. Each
Agi is an identifier for an agent in the game. Each module contains an optional
declaration decli and a statementSi; eachSi may itself be composed of other

15In fact our choosestatement could be catered for by SPL’s “selection statement”;choose
merely gives us a more concise syntax.
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Ag1 ::

 local var send : integer wherevar send= 0[
`0 : choosevar send1..10
`1 : out1 := var send : `2

] ∥∥∥

AgP ::



local var receive : integer wherevar receive= 0
m0 : await out1 6= 0
m1 : var receive:= out1
m2 : out1 := 0
m3 : var receive:= var receive+ 4
m4 : payoff tuple := 〈var receive〉 : m5




Figure 5: A simple system of two Agents.

statements. The identifier`i is a label for the location of statementSi andˆ̀
i labels

its post-location. Label̀i is the location of part of theprogram control variable
just before execution of the statementSi. Note that locations are omitted in the
later example programs, to avoid clutter. It is required that the module of exactly
one agent will begin with achoosestatement. The final agent (AgP above) has a
special status and is known as theprincipal; no choosestatements may appear in
his module.

4.1.2 Declaration

A declaration is a sequence ofdeclaration statementswith the following syntax:

local variable, . . . , variable: typewhereϕi

Initial values for variables may be specified by the optional assertionwhereϕi.
Statements in the program may only refer to variables declared in the declara-
tion, or the specialout/in communication variables to be described now. Each
non-principal moduleAgi has two special variablesin i andout i; no other agent
module can refer to these variables, apart from the principal. The principal can
“send” a message to playeri by writing a nonzero value toin i; playeri then reads
it and resetsin i to zero. Playeri can “send” a message to the principal by writing a
nonzero value toout i; the principal then reads it and resets it to zero. We allow no
communication between other individual agents; everything must go through the
principal. This is because we need to have a global history of the game to uniquely
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identify a game state, and that will come from all of the messages received by the
principal. Finally, the principal must have a special variablepayoff tuplewhich
he can write to once at the end of the game, to determine the payoffs received by
all agents.

4.1.3 Basic and Compound Statements

Statements may be basic or compound. A compound statement is enclosed in
parentheses[. . .] when it is a sub statement of a larger statement except when
the compound statement has a line to itself. Sub statements within concatenation
statements are separated by semicolons which we omit if there is a line break.

Sample Statement Description

idle no operation
u := e assignment: assign valuee to variableu
chooseu c1..c2 choosea value in the interval for variableu
if c then S1 elseS2 conditionalstatement
if c then S abbreviatesif c then S else idle
S1; . . . ; Sk concatenation: sequential execution
while c do S repetitionof S
await c abbreviateswhile ¬c do idle

4.2 SMPL Program Semantics

In order to define the semantics, we need a computational model. The compu-
tational model is a transition system. The transition system has variables corre-
sponding to the program’s variables, and it has transitions which describe how
those variables change as program statements are executed. The program will
identify a transition system, and the transition system will define the possible se-
quences of states it could produce. Thus the semantics of a program is given in
terms of possible sequences of states (of variables) it could produce, where a state
gives a value to all the variables in the program including the control variableπ
which describes the location of the next statement to be executed. For example,
the program of figure 5 could produce the following sequence of states:

(〈`0, m0〉, 0, 0, 0, 0)→ (〈`1, m0〉, 0, 0, 7, 0)→ (〈`2, m0〉, 7, 0, 7, 0)→
(〈`2, m1〉, 7, 0, 7, 0)→ (〈`2, m2〉, 7, 0, 7, 7)→ (〈`2, m3〉, 0, 0, 7, 7)→
(〈`2, m4〉, 0, 0, 7, 11)→ (〈`2, m5〉, 0, 〈11〉, 7, 11)
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where each state gives the values of variables(π, out1, payoff tuple, var send,
var receive) in order. Control is initially at the start of each agent’s subprogram.

4.2.1 Transition System

A transition system [17, 18] contains variables which come from a universal set of
typed variablesV, called the vocabulary. From this we can construct expressions
(such asx+3y+4), atomic formulae (such as(x+3y) > 7) andAssertions(such as
x > y ∧ y < 4). A states is an interpretation ofV, assigning each variableu ∈ V
a values[u] over its domain. As a program executes it passes through a sequence
of states in which variables may take on different values. A program identifies a
unique transition system〈V, Θ, T 〉. V ⊆ V is the set of system variables: one of
these is the control variableπ which represents the location of the next statement
to be executed, the remainder represent program variables.π is an(n+1)-tuple,
wheren is the number of agents in the program (+1 for the principal);π has
one part of its tuple to point to the location within each agent’s module. The
initial condition Θ is a conjunction of all initial values for variables (appearing
in where clauses), a zero value for allout/in communication variables and the
control variable equal to the set of entry locations for each agent. If a states of
the system satisfies the assertionΘ, then it is a state from which the system can
start running.T is a set of transitions including one transition corresponding to
each statement in the program, as shown in the following table. Note that primed
values refer to the value in the successor state.

SMPL Statement Transition Relation

idle m(`, ˆ̀) ∧ p(Y )

u := e m(`, ˆ̀) ∧ u′ = e ∧ p(Y − {u})
chooseu c1..c2 m(`, ˆ̀) ∧ p(Y − {u}) ∧

c2∨
c=c1

u′ = c

if c then `1 : S1 else`2 : S2 [m(`, `1) ∧ c ∧ p(Y )] ∨ [m(`, `2) ∧ ¬c ∧ p(Y )]

while c do [`1 : S ` :] [m(`, `1) ∧ c ∧ p(Y )] ∨ [m(`, ˆ̀) ∧ ¬c ∧ p(Y )]

This table assumes that` is the statement’s label and̂` its post-label. The abbre-
viation m(` , ˆ̀) means a move of control from location` to location ˆ̀. Its full
meaning is as follows:

m(` , ˆ̀) : ∃n ∈ N :
π[n] = ` ∧ π′[n] = ˆ̀ ∧
∀{p | p ∈ N ∧ p ≤ size(π)+1 ∧ p 6= n} : π′[p] = π[p]
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The abbreviationp(U) means that all variables in the setU are not changed by this
transition.Y is the set of non control variables, soV = {π} ∪ Y . Each transition
maps each state onto a set of possible successor states. If a transitionτ maps a
states to a non-empty set of possible successors thenτ is enabled ons, if it maps
s to the null set then the transition is disabled on states. The transitions in the
system tell us how one state can move to the next. A transition istakenat states
if the next state is related tos by the transition.

4.2.2 Sequences of States and Computations

A sequence of states (possibly infinite)s0, s1, s2, s3, . . . is called acomputation
of the programP (which identifies our transition system) ifs0 satisfies the initial
conditionΘ and if each statesj+1 is accessible from the previous statesj via one
of the transitionsT in the system. If it is a finite computation then there will be a
final statesn which has no successor. A computation is a sequence of states that
could be produced by an execution of the program.

Given a fixed decision for each agent’s choice points, an SMPL program
should produce a single computation; otherwise it is not a valid SMPL program.
This means that at any state, all the agents, except one, should be at anawait
statement, or should have terminated. Thus in an auction or voting protocol with
multiple agents, for example, the principal will poll each agent in a fixed order.
Obviously this is simply serialising what could otherwise have been parallel activ-
ities, and does not restrict the types of games that can be specified. This restriction
ensures that we have a unique computation of the system corresponding to a single
state of the game. Furthermore, a valid SMPL program must have no infinite com-
putations; this ensures that all games represented by SMPL programs are finite.
The program should also have a unique start state.

4.3 The Game Represented by a SMPL Program

Definition 3.3 represents each node in the game tree by the unique history of ac-
tions taken to reach it; each action corresponds to a message sent to the principal
in our case. If we can extract the possible message histories from the SMPL pro-
gram, then we can use them to represent the game. We can also use the messages
sent and received by non-principal agents to determine the history apparent to
them, and hence the game nodes which they cannot distinguish (information sets).
A history tupleH in a system ofn agents (+principal) is a tuple〈h0, h1, . . . , hn〉
whereh0 is the global history: an ordered sequence of the messages received by
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the principal, and each otherhi is the communication history apparent to agenti;
i.e. an ordered sequence of the messages sent and received byi. We will refer
to individual elementshi asH[i]. Each node of the game tree has a history tuple
associated with it. We will now describe an algorithm which builds the history
tuples from the SMPL program.

4.3.1 Updating the Histories: Algorithm takeAction

Algorithm takeAction can be used to take the program transitions to move from
onechoosestatement to the next. It updates histories every time a communication
occurs, i.e. when the specialin/out variables are written to. The updated histories
are returned. In this way (by picking out the histories each time achooseis en-
countered) we have a neat way of identifying the nodes of the game tree, without
including any information about the internal mechanics of the particular way in
which the game has been implemented.

Algorithm takeAction is our lowest level algorithm, and it will now be de-
scribed informally, as formal description at this level is tedious.takeAction has
the following inputs:(s, m, a, H, prog), wheres is the current state of the transi-
tion system (where the enabled transition is a choose statement),m is the player
who has the move,a is the chosen action,H is the history tuple andprog is the
SMPL program. On entering, themth component of the control variable,π[m],
points to a statement of the formchooseu c1..c2. The variableu will be assigned
the valuea. ThentakeAction steps through each transition of the program, updat-
ing state variables as required by the transition relations. For each statement that
modifies thein/out variables, the history tupleH is updated:

• If a variableouti is written to, with a nonzero valueu, thenH[0]← H[0]•u
andH[i]← H[i] • u.

• If a variableini is written to, with a nonzero valueu, thenH[i]← H[i] • u.

takeAction continues stepping through the transitions of the program until the
nextchoosestatement is encountered or the program terminates.takeAction out-
puts the following tuple:〈s, m, A, H〉 wheres is the resultant state of the transi-
tion system,m is the player who has the next move,A is the set of possible actions
andH is the updated history tuple.
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# algorithm : runGame runs the SMPL program. Takes a single path through the game
by nondeterministically making choices for agent actions

# inputs : prog : program
# outputs : s: terminal state, h0: terminal node, Inf : information set data
〈s,m, A,H〉 ← initialState(prog) # get the initial state of game’s program
Inf ← {〈m,H[m],H[0], A〉} # data about root node
repeat

selecta ∈ A # nondeterministic selection
〈s,m, A,H〉 ← takeAction(s,m, a, H, prog)
Inf ← Inf ∪ {〈m,H[m],H[0], A〉} # update Inf set

until terminal(s, prog) = True # until terminal
return 〈s,H[0], Inf 〉

Figure 6: Algorithm: runGame

4.3.2 Stepping Through the Game: Algorithm runGame

Algorithm runGame (Figure 6) runs the game to find the possible histories. This
algorithm includes nondeterministic choice, so it can give several possible an-
swers (i.e. one for each possible play of the game). TheinitialState function will
take a game program as a parameter and will return a 4-tuple:s, the initial state of
the game program;m, the agent who has the move;A, the set of actions to choose
from; H, the initial history tupleH = 〈[ ], [ ], . . . , [ ]〉. As mentioned earlier, we
make the assumption that agents always prefer higher payoffs. Theutility(s)
function returns the utility of a terminal states; this is a simple matter of looking
at the value of the special variablepayoff tuple, within s. Theterminal function
returnsTrue if the state passed as the first parameter is a terminal state of the pro-
gram passed as the second parameter; it returnsFalse otherwise. A terminal state
is one where no location in the control variable is pointing to achoosestatement,
and no transition is enabled; i.e. the program is not waiting for any agent to make
a choice.

Definition 4.1 An SMPL programprog represents the following finite extensive
form gameG = 〈N, A, T, U, I, M〉:

• Let c be the number of modules inprog . The setN of agents is given by the
set of nonnegative integers less thanc.

• The setA of agent actions is the union of all the values appearing in all the
intervals appearing inchoosestatements ofprog .
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• The game treeT is the set
{h0 | 〈m, hm, h0, A〉 ∈ Inf and〈s, h0, Inf 〉 = runGame(prog)};

i.e. we take all the possible outputs from running the algorithmrunGame
on prog , this means taking all possible choices for the nondeterministic se-
lection of an actiona from the set of possible actionsA; then from the
3-tuples returned, we look at the finalInf and we collect all the global his-
toriesh0 that are in there. These are all the possible nodes of the game.

• The utility functionU is obtained by first creating a set of tuples which
relate a terminal node to its corresponding terminal program state.
Φ = {〈h0, s〉 | 〈s, h0, Inf 〉 = runGame(prog)}.
U(h0) , utility(s) where〈h0, s〉 ∈ Φ.

• The information set functionI is obtained by unifying all possibleInf sets.

I =

{
〈m, hm, h0, A〉 |

〈m, hm, h0, A〉 ∈ Inf ∧
〈s, h0, Inf 〉 = runGame(prog)

}
.

I(h0) , {n | 〈 , hm, n, 〉 ∈ I and〈 , hm, h0, 〉 ∈ I}. Note that we make
use of an underscore in tuples when we do not care about the value of that
particular part of the tuple, similar to Prolog.

• The mover functionM is given byM(h0) , m such that〈m, , h0, 〉 ∈ I.

4.4 The Types of Games that Can Be Represented

Note that an SMPL program can only represent a game of perfect recall. This is
because the history apparent to an agenti is used specify agenti’s information
sets. It is assumed that the apparent history determines what game nodes agenti
can distinguish between. Hence it is impossible to specify a game which would
place two nodes, with different apparent histories, in the same information set.
Neither is it possible to have the principal artificially send extra messages to agent
i to make the history different; the idea of publishing the game is that the entire
SMPL program is available for inspection by any participant, hence agenti would
be aware that the extra messages it received did not affect the game state. This
restriction could be problematic if modeling human game players, but is unlikely
to be problematic in most multi-agent settings.

A further restriction relates to probabilities; there is no way to represent al-
ternative outcomes which are chosen according to some probability distribution.
Apart from these restrictions, SMPL can be used to represent any finite imperfect
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information game with a countable action space (this follows from the Turing-
completeness of SMPL - we can construct SMPL programs to generate any finite
sequences of actions, histories, etc.).

4.5 The Strategy Represented by a Program

An altered version of the SMPL syntax can be used to write programs which
represent a strategy:

strat i :: [ in history : array [1..] of integer; out action : integer; decl ; S ]

The program must have exactly one input (for the history) and one output (for
the action taken). The declaration of other local variables is optional. StatementS
may be composed of other statements. Assume therun function can interpret the
program passed as the first parameter, and run it on the input passed as the second
parameter, returning the program’s output.

Definition 4.2 Let the SMPL programprog represent a gameG = 〈N, A, T, U, I,
M〉, and letI be the set of tuples〈m, hm, h0, A〉 describing its mover, apparent
history, global history and action set as in Definition 4.1. Letstrat i be some strat-
egy program such that for all inputsh where〈i, h, n, A〉 ∈ I: strat i terminates16

andrun(strat i, h) ∈ A. Now we say thatstrat i, describes a restricted strategyσi

for agenti in the gameG, where for each noden in the game treeT :

σi(I(n)) =

{
a if [ a ∈ A wherea = run(strat i, hi) and〈i, hi, n, A〉 ∈ I ],
otherwiseσi(I(n)) is undefined.

A profile of strategies is represented byStrat = 〈strat1, strat2, . . . strat c〉, where
c is the number of agents; it is a tuple of strategy programs, one for each agent.
We will refer to the individual elements asStrat [i].

5 An Algorithm for Checking the Equilibrium

Definition 3.4 gives a rough idea of how to check if a strategy is a SROPE of a
game. We firstly determine the punishing sets and the beliefs, then we propagate

16This of course makes the language of strategy programs undecidable, but there should be no
problem in determining that cases of practical interest are in the language.
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the utilities up from the terminal nodes to all nodes in punishing sets and finally
we check each of these nodes to ensure that there is no incentive to deviate. This
is consistent with the type of analysis from each agent’s point of view, as we did
in the example (Figure 3). There are likely to be much more efficient (both in time
and space) ways of checking an SROPE than the approach used here, but we are
mostly concerned with correctness for now.

5.1 The Algorithm

The main algorithms and all subparts have been moved to the appendix (Sec-
tion 9). The algorithm has as inputs the SMPL programprog which defines the
game, and the strategy tupleStrat which defines the strategy profile. In order
to do the checking, it will build a special type of tree structure where each node
is annotated with additional information. This tree structure is a set of 6-tuples:
〈h0, punisher , util , m, hm, A〉, h0 is the global history;punisher is the index of
the punisher set containing this node;util records the utility obtained if the path17

proceeding from this node is followed, by taking the actions prescribed by the
strategy profile;m is the agent who has the move at this node;hm is the history
which is apparent to the agent who has the move (this is important to determine in-
formation sets);A is the set of actions available to agentm. The tree omits nodes
which are only reachable by greater than one simultaneous deviation, hence it is
pruned compared to the complete game tree; we call itT P .

For readability, the algorithm is broken into three parts at the top level. Firstly
we build the pruned tree (algorithmbuildPrunedTree), this subroutine builds
the punishing sets one by one, as later ones depend on the information in ear-
lier ones for their construction. Secondly we propagate the utilities (algorithm
annotateUtilities) up the pruned tree, from the bottom, because nodes higher up
the tree derive their utility from their descendants. Thirdly (and finally) we check
every punishing information set to ensure the action prescribed at it is rational (al-
gorithm incentiveCompatible); this subroutine can do the checking in any order
as there are no longer any dependencies.

The algorithm will terminate if the game is finite, because a finite game will
have a finite number of nodes, and the algorithm simply goes through nodes one
by one. As stated in Section 4.2.2, a valid SMPL program must have no infinite
computations, therefore all games represented by SMPL programs are finite. Un-

17Note that in this paper, whenever we talk about a “path”, we are talking about a path in the
game tree, and not a path of the SMPL program.
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fortunately there is no way to determine if some arbitrary SMPL program is a
valid program, as determining this is equivalent to the halting problem. We do not
favour restricting the expressiveness of the language to ensure decidability. Any
reasonably expressive game programming language will suffer this problem. The
practical solution in the agent scenarios we envisage is as follows: a mechanism
and suggested strategy profile are proposed to an agent, and the agent wants to
check if it should trust the proposed strategy; the agent runs a check for some
fixed time, and if a positive result is not returned within the time limit, then the
agent will not trust the mechanism.

5.2 Correctness of the Algorithm

We first verify that the tree building process builds the punishing sets and belief
function correctly. Letprog be an SMPL program which represents a gameG =
〈N, A, T, U, I, M〉, and letI be the set of tuples〈m, hm, h0, A〉 describing its
mover, apparent history, global history and action set as in Definition 4.1. Let
Strat be a tuple of strategy programs which represents a strategy profileσ; Let
〈T P ,BeliefSets〉 = buildPrunedTree(prog , Strat). Let the setsPunisher i and
the functionbelief be as defined in Definition 3.4, for game G and strategy profile
σ. Now we make the following claims.

Claim 5.1 buildPrunedTree constructs thebelief function andPunisher sets
correctly, i.e.

〈h0, pun, util , m, hm, A〉 ∈ T P iff 〈m,hm, h0, A〉 ∈ I ∧ h0 ∈ Punisher pun

∧
〈hm, h0〉 ∈ BeliefSets iff ∃m, A : 〈m,hm, h0, A〉 ∈ I ∧ hm ∈ belief (I(h0))

Proof sketch(by induction on the indexi of the punishing set being built) We first
strengthen the claim by additionally requiring that, at any point in the algorithm
when variablepunisher is assigned a valuei+1, thenOldStates contains exactly
those states of the game program which correspond to nodes inPunisher i; i.e. we
show that at any point in the program where variablepunisher is assigned a value
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i + 1:

〈h0, i, util , m, hm, A〉 ∈ T P iff 〈m,hm, h0, A〉 ∈ I ∧ h0 ∈ Punisher i

∧

〈hm, h0〉 ∈ BeliefSets iff ∃m, A, j :

 〈m, hm, h0, A〉 ∈ I∧
h0 ∈ belief (I(h0))∧

j ≤ i ∧ h0 ∈ Punisher j


∧

〈s, m, A, H〉 ∈ OldStates iff


H[0] ∈ Punisher i∧

H[0] ∈ belief (I(H[0]))∧
m = M(H[0])∧

A = {a|(H[0] • a) ∈ S(H[0])}∧
s is the program state

corresponding to nodeH[0]


We prove this by induction. As the base case we show that the above is true

for i = 0; i.e. when the algorithm reaches the linepunisher ← 1, thePunisher 0

set is correctly constructed, and has the correct belief assignments. Definition 3.4
requires that the set of nodes on the equilibrium path is identical with the set
Punisher 0. The firstrepeat loop of buildPrunedTree clearly adds exactly these
nodes to the tree, and labels them with apunisher value of zero; it also adds
beliefs toBeliefSets for all of these nodes.

Now the inductive case; let us assume the above is true for some punishing
index i = k, and we are at the linepunisher ← punisher + 1, with punisher
having just been assigned the new value ofk + 1; we want to show that when
this line is reached again, the above will be true fori = k + 1. We can see
that the algorithm populatesPunisherk+1 in the exact same way as described by
Definition 4.1; i.e. it takes all the nodes ofPunisherk (which are retrieved from
OldStates) and it expands them by all deviant actions, adding the resulting nodes
to Punisherk+1; then for each of these resulting nodesk, it adds toPunisherk+1

all the nodesn along the prescribed path fromk to a terminal. During this process
it checks if any of thesen’s is a node which an agent might believe he has reached.
The agent believes he is atn if either there is no belief inBeliefSets relating to
I(n) or there is a belief, and it is for a node in the same punishing set asn. In the
first case, if there is no node, it means thatn is the first node ofI(n) to be added
to T P , and since the punishing sets are built in increasing order, there can be no
node in a lower indexed punishing set inI(n), so clearlyn is among the lowest
in I(n) and therefore must be added toBeliefSets. In the second case, there has
already been a node from this punishing set added toBeliefSets, so we addn
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also, as it is in the same punishing set. The only other case is thatI(n) contains
a node in a lower indexed punishing set, previously added, which means we add
nothing toBeliefSets. Whenever an addition is made toBeliefSets, we also add
the node and program state toNextStates, as it will become theOldStates for the
next iteration.�

Claim 5.2 For an input SMPL programprog , which represents a gameG, and a
tuple of strategiesStrat , which represent a strategy profileσ, algorithm
checkSROPE correctly decides ifσ is a SROPE ofG.

Proof sketchIt is straightforward to see that algorithmbuildPrunedTree correctly
assigns utilities to terminal nodes. We can prove that algorithmannotateUtilities
will assign correct utilities to all nodes by induction on the length of nodes, for the
main repeat loop. We must show that each noden in TA is assigned the correct
value ofU(n). It is simple to show that this is true for the longest nodes in the
game, because they are all terminal nodes, whose utility is copied fromT P . Then
we can show that if this is true for nodes of lengthl, it is also true for nodes of
lengthl − 1. Some nodes of lengthl − 1 may again be terminal; for any noden
among the remainder, it is clear that all elements ofS(n) are inTA because they
are lengthl and hence they were added there in a previous iteration of therepeat
loop. Using those nodes it is straightforward to see hown is assigned the correct
value ofU(n), it is simply copied from the utility of the successor reached by
taking the prescribed action. The correctness of algorithmincentiveCompatible
is also easy to see; it simply checks, for each node, the utility an agent could
expect to get by taking each possible action; if the expected utility from taking
any deviant action exceeds that of the prescribed action, then it returnsFalse. �

Because the algorithm correctly decides if a strategy profileσ is a SROPE, and
a SROPE checks the minimum number of terminal nodes necessary to ensureσ is
a ROPE, it follows that the algorithm expands out the minimum number of game
states necessary to ensureσ is a ROPE. This is because we cannot expand out a
terminal node without running through every program state until reaching it, and
the path from the root to each terminal node is unique.

5.3 Complexity of the Algorithm

In this section we want to focus on the complexity of checking the game tree,
rather than the complexity of building the game tree from the SMPL program.
The reason for this is that we can say very little about the complexity of building
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the tree without looking at some instance of an SMPL program; for example, at
one extreme it could involve complicated calculations to determine payoffs, and
at the other extreme it could have no iterations, and have all payoffs hardcoded.
For this reason we will not deal with the complexity of interpreting the game’s
SMPL program and strategy profile; we will simply assume we have an oracle, so
that calls to bothrun andtakeAction can execute in a single step. We begin with
a look at the worst case, which is a perfect information game, where no branches
can be neglected and a SROPE becomes the same as a SPNE.

Claim 5.3 For a perfect information game with a branching factorα (i.e. α pos-
sible actions to choose from at each game state) and a maximum path lengthl
(i.e. a maximum ofl sequential moves), the time complexity of checkSROPE is
O(α(l+1)(α + log α(l+1))) asα, l→∞.

Proof We first analyse algorithmbuildPrunedTree. It takesO(l) steps to build the
equilibrium path, in the firstrepeat loop. For the secondrepeat loop, the number
of nodes in the setOldStates is initially equal tol − 1, andtakeDeviant expands
these out byα each. Next each of these successor nodes is expanded down by
taking equilibrium actions until reaching terminal nodes; each node expanded is
put inOldStates. Thereafter, each time around the secondrepeat loop, the num-
ber of elements inOldStates increases by the branching factor, but also reduces
because the path length is getting shorter as we move down the tree. Because we
are dealing with a perfect information game, every single node needs to be ex-
panded, so we can ignore the order in which the tree is built and simply consider
its size. The number of terminal nodes isαl and the total number of nodes has an
upper bound ofα(l+1) − 1, which it reaches in the caseα = 2. Let us call thisn,
the size of the problem, i.e.n u α(l+1). We can assumeO(1) steps to build each
node, by assuming anO(1) hashtable access for thegetAny functions. This gives
us our worst case bound ofO(n) for algorithmbuildPrunedTree. The algorithm
annotateUtilities is linear in the number of game nodes, apart from its sort pro-
cess which could takeO(n log n) asα, l → ∞; this sort process dominates the
complexity ofannotateUtilities. Note thatannotateUtilities callsactionUtility ,
but this adds no more than a constant to the time per node because there is a
unique node which the agent believes he is at, at any information set in this type
of game. AlgorithmincentiveCompatible will take a maximum ofO(αn) steps as
α, l → ∞, because it needs to compare the utilities for takingα possible actions
at each game node. Thus the total isO(n(α + log n)) asα, l→∞. �

Now let us look at the case of a game with imperfect information where some
nodes will not need to be built.
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Claim 5.4 For a multi-stage game of simultaneous moves with observed actions
with p players,m stages andα possible actions at each stage, the time complexity
of checkSROPE isO((αp)(m+1) log (αp)(m+1)) asα, p, m→∞.

Proof There are a maximum ofn = (αp)(m+1) nodes; this is the pruned tree
size; to see this see Section 3.1.2’s analysis of the saving due to not using SPNE.
The cost ofannotateUtilities is O(n log n), as before. This time the total cost of
incentiveCompatible will be O(n) because an agent needs to compare the util-
ity of all his possible actions only once in each stage game, rather than at every
node, as in the perfect information case. The total cost of the algorithm becomes
O(n log n). �

Extrapolating from the multi-stage game of simultaneous moves to the more
general case of an imperfect information game with a similar amount of hidden
information, we could expect the checking to be feasible in cases where the num-
ber of sequential moves is quite small; large numbers of agents and large numbers
of possible actions do not cause an exponential growth problem. Note that, as
stated above, none of this analysis considers the complexity of the game’s SMPL
program and strategy, which could be arbitrarily complex. For example, consider
calculating the utilities for a combinatorial auction with many bidders. Since the
calculation would need to be performed for each terminal node, it is clear that
some new tricks will need to be developed to make such problems feasible.

6 Example: A Two-Stage Repeated Game

We now look at an example of a two-stage game [from 10, p. 84]. This example
illustrates how to write a SMPL program for a less trivial game than that of Fig-
ure 5, and also how the checking algorithm works for it. To specify the game we
will see that we need a certain amount of message passing to control the order-
ing of how agents make their choices. We have previously used positive integers
to identify both agents and actions; this can make things confusing in concrete
examples, so we will useA andB as agent identifiers here.

6.1 An Explanation of the Game

The following is the normal form representation of a stage of the game. The full
game consists of this stage played twice, with the final utilities being the sum of
those in each stage.
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B1 B2 B3 B4 B5

A1 2,2 10,0 0,0 0,0 0,0
A2 0,10 8,8 0,0 0,0 0,0
A3 0,0 0,0 6,6 0,0 0,0
A4 0,0 0,0 0,0 8,1 0,0
A5 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 1,8

An interesting feature of this game is that there is an equilibrium which involves
agents taking an action which is not an equilibrium of the first stage game. First,
notice that the single stage game has four NE; i.e. all those along the diagonal,
apart fromA2, B2. HoweverA2, B2 gives the best utility. In the pareto-optimal
SPNE (which we describe below) agents will take the following path through the
game: in the first stage they will playA2, B2 and in the second stage they will
play A3, B3. Hence their utility is 14. Notice that the first stage play is not an
equilibrium of the single stage game (as there is an incentive to deviate to action
1). However, the strategies (described below) use the threat of changing to actions
4 and 5 in the second stage if any player deviates fromA2, B2 in the first stage.

6.2 A Machine Readable Specification

We represent the game above with the SMPL program of Figure 7.

In the strategy description below we describe the action that each agent should
take in any information set which contains a punishing node. During the first
stage there is only one information set for each player (i.e. the initial stage of
the game), so the strategy is simply given byA2, B2. In the second stage we
need to specify actions to be taken in states which are reachable by a change in
one agent’s strategy. This is what the following table describes. Cell (row=i,
column=j) describes the actions to be played at stage two when agentA’s action
was i and agentB’s action wasj in stage one. The blank entries in the table
represent contingencies arising as a result of simultaneous deviations in stage one;
we do not consider such contingencies, hence our strategy profile need not specify
actions for them.
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A ::
[

chooseout1 1..5; await in1 6= 0; chooseout1 1..5
]∥∥∥ B ::

[
await in2 6= 0; in2 := 0; chooseout2 1..5
await in2 6= 0; chooseout2 1..5

]

∥∥∥ P ::



local a1, a2, p1, p2, f : integer wherep1 = p2 = f = 0

await out1 6= 0; in2 := 1; await out2 6= 0
while f < 2 do

a1 := out1; out1 := 0; a2 := out2; out2 := 0

if f = 0 then
[

in1 := a2; await out1 6= 0
in2 := a1; await out2 6= 0

]
if a1 = 1 ∧ a2 = 1 then [p1 := p1 + 2; p2 := p2 + 2]
if a1 = 1 ∧ a2 = 2 then p1 := p1 + 10
if a1 = 2 ∧ a2 = 1 then p2 := p2 + 10
if a1 = 2 ∧ a2 = 2 then [p1 := p1 + 8; p2 := p2 + 8]
if a1 = 3 ∧ a2 = 3 then [p1 := p1 + 6; p2 := p2 + 6]
if a1 = 4 ∧ a2 = 4 then [p1 := p1 + 8; p2 := p2 + 1]
if a1 = 5 ∧ a2 = 5 then [p1 := p1 + 1; p2 := p2 + 8]
f := f + 1


payoff tuple := 〈p1, p2〉




Figure 7: Example game represented as an SMPL program

B1 B2 B3 B4 B5

A1 -,- A5, B5 -,- -,- -,-
A2 A4, B4 A3, B3 A4, B4 A4, B4 A4, B4

A3 -,- A5, B5 -,- -,- -,-
A4 -,- A5, B5 -,- -,- -,-
A5 -,- A5, B5 -,- -,- -,-

One can verify that the punishment for defecting in the first stage is adequate:
if agentA defects and playsA1 in the first stage (utility 10), then the best he can
hope for in stage two isA5, B5 (utility 1), giving total utility 11, which is less than
the equilibrium path (utility 14). One can also verify that the stage two play of
A5, B5 is itself an equilibrium of the stage two game, hence making the overall
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strategy subgame perfect.18

Now, given the SMPL representation of the game, let us look at the history
that will be apparent to each agent at the point when they are called on to take
their second stage action. The entry in each cell corresponds to the history for
(agentA, agentB) given the first stage actions described by the row and column
headings.

B1 B2 B3 B4 B5

A1 -,- [1, 2], [1, 1, 2] -,- -,- -,-
A2 [2, 1], [1, 2, 1] [2, 2], [1, 2, 2] [2, 3], [1, 2, 3] [2, 4], [1, 2, 4] [2, 5], [1, 2, 5]
A3 -,- [3, 2], [1, 3, 2] -,- -,- -,-
A4 -,- [4, 2], [1, 4, 2] -,- -,- -,-
A5 -,- [5, 2], [1, 5, 2] -,- -,- -,-

These histories are the possible inputs to the strategy programs, along with
the stage one histories. We will now represent the SPNE intensionally; i.e. we
represent it by a program that makes the choice at every choice point which arises
in a play in which zero or one agents deviate from the equilibrium.

stratA ::



in history : array [1..] of integer
out action : integer whereaction = 0

if |history | = 0 then action := 2
if history [1] = 2
then if history [2] = 2

then action := 3
elseaction := 4

elseaction := 5




18This example in fact embodies a stronger notion of credibility than that required by subgame

perfection. AgentB does have an incentive to carry out the punishment as his utility from the
equilibriumA5, B5 is the greatest of all the four equilibria of the single stage game; hence there is
no incentive forB to “renegotiate” and playA3, B3 in the second stage for example. However this
is irrelevant to our algorithm; i.e. our algorithm does not check that this strong notion of credibility
holds for the published equilibrium.
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stratB ::



in history : array [1..] of integer
out action : integer whereaction = 0

if |history | = 1 then action := 2
if history [2] = 2
then if history [3] = 2

then action := 3
elseaction := 5

elseaction := 4




6.3 Applying the Algorithm

The algorithm will first build the nodes along the equilibrium path, after which
T P will contain:

〈[ ], 0, n, A, [ ],Acts〉, 〈[2], 0, n, B, [1],Acts〉, 〈[2, 2], 0, n, A, [2, 2],Acts〉,
〈[2, 2, 3], 0, n, B, [1, 2, 2],Acts〉, 〈[2, 2, 3, 3], 0, 〈14, 14〉, n, n, {}〉

(6.1)
WhereActs is written in place of{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, andn in place ofnull . Re-

call that each node is describing〈h0, punisher , util , m, hm,Acts〉, as explained in
Section 5.1. Next each of these is expanded out by all deviant actions, giving four
new nodes for each nonterminal node above. We will just show the four nodes
expanded from the root by taking deviant actions.

〈[1], 1, n, B, [1],Acts〉, 〈[3], 1, n, B, [1],Acts〉,
〈[4], 1, n, B, [1],Acts〉, 〈[5], 1, n, B, [1],Acts〉 (6.2)

These resulting nodes are expanded down to the terminals by taking prescribed
action. We will show this expansion to the terminal for node for the first of the
above. This represents agentA defecting to get the higher payoff of 10 for the
first stage of the game. His punishment will be to receive a payoff of 1 from the
second stage, totalling 11.

〈[1], 1, n, B, [1],Acts〉, 〈[1, 2], 1, n, A, [1, 2],Acts〉,
〈[1, 2, 5], 1, n, B, [1, 2, 1],Acts〉, 〈[1, 2, 5, 5], 1, 〈11, 8〉, n, n, {}〉 (6.3)

If combined with all the nodes obtained by expanding nodes 6.1 and 6.2 down
to the terminals, this gives the first punishing set, to be added toT P . During
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Figure 8: Example game illustrating punishing sets; nodes are annotated with the
index of the punishing set they belong to (encircled). Arcs are annotated with the
action taken. The diagram on the right shows the utilities propagated upwards

this expansion down to the terminals, the nodes at which the agent believes he
could be at are identified, and taken forward to construct the second punishing
set. In the case of nodes 6.3, this corresponds to nodes〈[1, 2], 1, n, A, [1, 2],Acts〉
and〈[1, 2, 5], 1, n, B, [1, 2, 1],Acts〉. Node〈[1], 1, n, B, [1],Acts〉 will not be ex-
panded by deviant actions because if the agent is at that node, he believes he is at
〈[2], 0, n, B, [1],Acts〉. Let us follow the expansion of
〈[1, 2, 5], 1, n, B, [1, 2, 1],Acts〉. This gives rise to the following nodes, which are
contained in the second (and final) punishing set:

〈[1, 2, 5, 1], 1, 〈10, 0〉, n, n, {}〉, 〈[1, 2, 5, 2], 1, 〈10, 0〉, n, n, {}〉,
〈[1, 2, 5, 3], 1, 〈10, 0〉, n, n, {}〉, 〈[1, 2, 5, 4], 1, 〈10, 0〉, n, n, {}〉 (6.4)

These are in fact the terminal nodes which determine if agentB’s threat to
play 5 is really credible. Figure 8 shows these nodes. Short line segments indicate
where we have omitted branches. This figure also shows the utilities propagated
upwards, from which we can verify that agentA does indeed do worse if he ini-
tially plays 1, and that agentB’s threat is credible
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7 Related Work

There are three main areas of related work; firstly, work on the specification of
rules of interaction for agent systems, because our published games can be seen
as a special case of an agent communication protocol; secondly, work on the rep-
resentation of games in machine-readable form; thirdly, work on the verification
of properties of game theoretic mechanisms. Each of these areas of related work
will now be discussed in turn.

7.1 Rules of Interaction for Agent Systems

The main motivation which instigated this work was an attempt to facilitate inter-
operability between agents in different systems, for arbitrary protocols; the appli-
cation to games came later. Thus the first attempt at this [13] made use of a more
generic language intended for the specification of communication in a broad range
of agent systems. It allowed arbitrarysocial factsto be created, for example per-
missions, obligations and commitments, in order to specify the rules of behaviour.
Using this it was possible to specify a game, by specifying what agents are al-
lowed to do at each protocol state. However, much of that formalism is needless
if we are restricting our attention to the specification of games described at a low
level of detail. Furthermore, from a verification point of view, the previous work’s
use of linear temporal logic makes the problem of compliance testing significantly
more complex than it needs to be for our current purposes. This same comment
applies to a number of similar approaches which facilitate agent communication
at a high level, via the specification of protocols using notions such as norms and
commitments; for example: Electronic Institutions [6, 8] or Commitment Proto-
cols [27]. As with Guerin and Pitt [13], these approaches to agent communication
are sufficiently generic to allow the specification of arbitrary games, but they are a
little cumbersome when one is solely interested in specifying games, and not con-
cerned with generic agent communication. For this reason we have instead opted
for a language which specifies only the essential information and hence represents
games as simply as possible.

7.2 Specifying Games

There are a number of related works which are interested in solving games compu-
tationally, or facilitating competitions between agents (hence requiring the game
to be formally represented). Although their motivations are different to ours, they
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do illustrate various different ways in which games can be formally specified.
Gambit [19] can automatically compute the equilibria of games, and it allows
games to be represented in extensive form or normal form; i.e. all outcomes ex-
plicitly represented. The GAMUT [20] software has the capability to generate
a wide variety of games, where Java classes are written to encode each type of
game; The software also has the ability to output games in a form readable by
Gambit. Gala [16] uses an innovative declarative language for representing and
solving imperfect information games; this allows the rules of the game to be spec-
ified, and removes the need to explicitly represent each possible game state. This
language is based on Prolog, and, similar to our own, it includeschoosestatements
at choice points, and is deterministic if all choices are specified. Stanford’sGame
Description Language (GDL)[9] is similar, allowing thenextstate of the game
to be defined using a Horn clause. Of the above approaches, the intensional lan-
guages appear to be the most promising for games with extremely large numbers
of possible states.

7.3 Verifying Properties of Games

In previous work [13] we proposed an approach to mechanism verification which
involved the agent protocol designer taking a game theory mechanism and speci-
fying it in the form of a mapping from strategy profiles to outcome scenarios; this
mapping was expressed in temporal logic, and then the agent protocol was model
checked to ensure that it did indeed implement the same mapping as intended by
the game theory mechanism. This approach had two significant shortcomings.
Firstly, the approach of writing down every strategy profile is infeasible for all
but the most simple of mechanisms; for example, if there aren agents withm
strategies each, then there will bemn strategy profiles, and each agent’s strategy
could itself require an unwieldy representation. Worst of all, even extremely sim-
ple games can have an astronomical number of strategies (Tic Tac Toe is reckoned
to have over 6 trillion [26]). This approach is considerably more complex than us-
ing an extensive representation of the game, which is itself unwieldy. This is why
we have moved to an algorithmic representation for mechanisms. Our checking
algorithms will still need to process large portions of extensive game trees inter-
nally, but not every possible strategy profile. This does still mean that many states
need to be handled internally by the checking program, but it is more feasible
than using the extensive representation as the published specification. The second
shortcoming of the previous work is that it did not tackle the issue of enabling
agents to check the properties of published specifications for themselves; instead
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it proposed an offline verification which would be carried out by the agent proto-
col designer. However, agents in open e-commerce systems might not necessarily
trust the protocol designer, and furthermore, we envisage scenarios where agents
themselves could generate protocols on the fly, tailored for a specific scenario, for
example [3]. For this reason we expect it will be necessary to provide methods for
agents to check the properties of a published specification for themselves.

The work of Pauly [22] has had a major influence on this paper, especially the
idea of a program representing the game, and the idea of verification of such a rep-
resentation. Pauly also has explicit choice statements as part of the syntax of his
Mechanism Programming Language (MPL). He proves game-theoretic properties
for 2-player games using correctness assertions, via an extension of Hoare’s cal-
culus. While different to the algorithmic checking approach we pursue, this work
gives valuable insights into how game-theoretic properties such as NE can be for-
malised in logic; more results in this area are given by Harrenstein et al. [15].
The main advantage of Pauly’s approach is that it offers the possibility of veri-
fying large games without needing to construct the entire tree; the advantage of
our algorithmic checking approach is that it offers the possibility of agents check-
ing mechanisms automatically. Two further differences relate to preferences and
information sets. Pauly incorporates explicit preferences in the verification frame-
work; this is absent in our framework. On the other hand, our framework allows
games with arbitrary information sets; Pauly’s is restricted to games of “almost-
complete” information, i.e. where the only non-singleton information sets are
those resulting from simultaneous moves. Preferences and information sets are
closely related when one considers our intended future application to auctions;
incomplete information games can be modeled as imperfect information games,
and hence we need information sets to obscure the knowledge of other agents’
preferences.

In another paper Pauly and Wooldridge [23] do take an automated model
checking approach to the mechanism verification problem, and set forth their vi-
sion for how this approach can contribute to themechanism design problemof
game theorists. The paper shows, as an example, how a voting mechanism can
be formalised and checked to see if a coalition of agents can force a deadlock
indefinitely. It would be interesting to investigate how the checking of equilibria
could be performed through ATL formulae. The main difference between that
paper and ours is with respect to the motivation. Pauly and Wooldridge aim to
contribute to the area of mechanism design by providing computing tools which
can make mechanism specifications unambiguous, reveal hidden assumptions and
automate the process of proving that the mechanisms possess desired properties.
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In contrast, our proposal aims to contribute to multi-agent systems; we aim not
to design new mechanisms, but to make existing ones useful to agents in open
systems, by giving agents a way of checking the properties of a previously unseen
game specification.

Apart from the above there appears to be very little work in the area of ver-
ifying properties of games. Pauly and Wooldridge [23] note that “very little re-
search has to date addressed the issue of systematically specifying, implementing,
and verifying mechanisms from the perspective of computer science”. Given the
needs of future open agent systems, and the current trend for semantic interopera-
tion on the web [4], and for making services available in machine-readable form,
this area looks set to develop quickly.

8 Discussion

The question we set out to answer was: given an open system of self-interested
autonomous agents, and an outcome we want them to achieve, how could we en-
gineer the system so that the agents would have an incentive to reach the outcome
we desire? We have proposed a way in which such a system can be engineered,
and we have determined that the complexity of this approach makes it feasible for
games with a small number of sequential moves. This work opens up an interest-
ing new area: publishing game theory mechanisms in a machine-readable format,
along with a claim about some properties of the mechanism (for example a pur-
ported equilibrium), and then automatically checking that the claimed properties
do indeed hold. In the future we are interested in exploring this area and finding
the limits of the approach. For simple mechanisms the approach certainly does
seem feasible. The published specification of a game and strategy profile is ex-
tremely concise; on the downside, the entire game tree does need to be built during
the verification, but this is similar to the exploration done by model checkers, an
approach which is currently feasible even for very large numbers of states. The
algorithm presented in this paper would only be feasible with small finite domains
for the values which agents can choose, but as we extend these domains (possibly
to real values), we intend to borrow techniques (such as abstraction) which have
been successfully employed by the model checking community.

Our current plan is for a generalisation of the current work to check for Perfect
Bayesian Equilibrium. This would need to take agents’ preferences into account.
We can foresee a published strategy recommendation which maps preferences to
strategies; i.e. in the form of an algorithm which can provide the following type
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of recommendation to an agent: “Ifx is your preference over outcomes, theny
is your best strategy”. In particular, we are interested in applying the framework
to auctions, and so facilitating the publication of auction specifications in elec-
tronic institutions where trading agents are free to roam between different auction
houses.

Ultimately we would like to explore the space of possible mechanisms and
their properties, to find the limits of the approach; i.e. to find the boundary where
the complexity of the mechanism makes the approach advocated here infeasi-
ble. This would give valuable information about the types of mechanisms which
should be used in scenarios with resource bounded agents.
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9 Appendix: Algorithm for Equilibrium Checking

9.1 Algorithm: checkSROPE

# algorithm : checkSROPE decides if a strategy profile is a SROPE of a game
# inputs : prog : the program that is the mechanism, Strat : the strategy profile
# outputs : True or False
〈TP ,BeliefSets〉 ← buildPrunedTree(prog ,Strat)
TA ← annotateUtilities(TP ,Strat)
return incentiveCompatible(TA,Strat ,BeliefSets)

9.2 Algorithm: buildPrunedTree

# algorithm : buildPrunedTree build the tree
# inputs : prog : the program that is the mechanism, Strat : the strategy profile
# outputs : TP : the pruned tree, BeliefSets: the belief sets

# Build the equilibrium path
TP ,BeliefSets,OldStates ← {} # everything initially empty
punisher ← 0; util ← null # equilibrium path ∈ punisher0

〈s,m, A,H〉 ← initialState(prog) # get initial state of game’s program
repeat # now add nodes by taking the

# actions along equilibrium path
node ← 〈H[0], punisher , util ,m, H[m], A〉 # the node to be added
TP ← TP ∪ {node} # add to tree
OldStates ← OldStates ∪ {〈s,m, A,H〉} # put in OldStates
BeliefSets ← BeliefSets ∪ {〈H[m],H[0]〉} # The agent always believes he is

# on the equilibrium path
a← run(Strat [m],H[m]) # get prescribed action
〈s,m, A,H〉 ← takeAction(s,m, a, H, prog) # get the next program state

until terminal(s, prog) = True # until terminal
util ← utility(s) # get utility of terminal node
node ← 〈H[0], punisher , util ,m,null , A〉 # the node to be added
TP ← TP ∪ {node} # add to tree
punisher ← 1 # Now build the other punishing sets
NextStates ← {} # to hold the first nodes of punisher i+1

repeat # for each punishing set
for each 〈sold,mold, Aold,Hold〉 ∈ OldStates do

D ← takeDeviant(sold,mold, Aold,Hold, prog ,Strat [mold])
for each 〈s,m, A,H〉 ∈ D do # expand from punisher i−1 by all actions

util ← null
if terminal(s, prog) = False then

repeat # adding nodes along deviant actions
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node ← 〈H[0], punisher , util ,m, H[m]〉 # the node to be added
TP ← TP ∪ {node} # add to tree
〈 , beliefNode〉 ← getAny(BeliefSets, 〈H[m], 〉)
〈 , p, , , , 〉 ← getAny(TP , 〈beliefNode, , , , 〉)
if p = punisher ∨ beliefNode = null # if we believe we are at this node
then # put in NextStates and belief set

NextStates ← NextStates ∪ {〈s,m, A,H〉}
BeliefSets ← BeliefSets ∪ {〈H[m],H[0]〉}

fi
a← run(Strat [m],H[m]) # get prescribed action
〈s,m, A,H〉 ← takeAction(s,m, a, H, prog)

until terminal(s, prog) = True # until terminal
fi
util ← utility(s) # get utility of terminal node
node ← 〈H[0], punisher , util ,m,null , A〉 # the node to be added
TP ← TP ∪ {node} # add to tree

od
od
OldStates ← NextStates;NextStates ← {} # get ready for next iteration
punisher ← punisher + 1

until OldStates = {}
return TP

The getAny(S, t) function returns any element of setS which matches the
templatet; if there are none to return it returnsnull . Therun function can inter-
pret the program passed as the first parameter, and run it on the input passed as
the second parameter, returning the program’s output.

9.3 Algorithm: takeDeviant

# algorithm : takeDeviant return deviant successors
# inputs: s: state, m: mover, A: actions,

H: history tuple, prog : program, stratm: strategy
# outputs: DeviantStates
r ← run(stratm, hm) # get prescribed action
A← A \ {r} # A is now the set of deviant actions
DeviantStates ← {}
for eacha ∈ A do

d← takeAction(s,m, a, H, prog)
DeviantStates ← DeviantStates ∪ {d}

od
return DeviantStates
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9.4 Algorithm: annotateUtilities

Now the tree is built, put the correct utilities in the annotated nodes.

# algorithm : annotateUtilities annotate utilities
# inputs : TP : the pruned tree, Strat : the strategy profile
# outputs : TA: the annotated tree
TA ← {}; TSp ← sort(TP ) # sort the nodes by length, longest first

# this will return a sequence of nodes
repeat # go through nodes in order
〈h0, punisher , util ,m, hm, A〉 ← head(T Sp)
TSp ← tail(TSp)
Node ← 〈h0, punisher , util ,m, hm, A〉
if util = null # if it is not terminal the utility will be null
then

a← run(Strat [m], hm) # get prescribed action
〈 , , u, , , 〉 # get utility of recommended successor

← getAny(TA, 〈(h0 • a), , , , , 〉)
Node ← 〈h0, punisher , u,m, hm, A〉 # This node’s utility is the same

fi # as the recommended successor’s
TA ← TA ∪ {Node}

until TSp = [ ]
return TA

9.5 Algorithm: actionUtility

# algorithm : actionUtility to return the expected utility for taking an action at a node
# inputs : hm: apparent history, a: action, m: mover,

TA: the annotated tree, BeliefSets : the belief sets
# outputs : utility : a real number
Belief ← getAll(BeliefSets, 〈hm, 〉)
u← 0; count ← 0
for each 〈hm, h0〉 ∈ Belief do # all nodes agent m believes he may be at
〈 , , ua, , , 〉 # utility of node agent m is at

← getAny(TP , 〈(h0 • a), , , , , 〉)
u← u + ua[m] # sum up utility for agent m for each of those nodes
count ← count+1 # keep a count of the number of utilities summed

od
return u/count # average utility of action at each of those nodes
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ThegetAll(S, t) function returns all elements of setS which match the tem-
platet; if there are none to return it returnsnull .

9.6 Algorithm: incentiveCompatible

# algorithm : incentiveCompatible check incentive compatibility for each game node
# inputs : TP : the pruned tree, Strat : the strategy profile, BeliefSets : the belief sets
# outputs : True or False
for each 〈h0, punisher , util ,m, hm, A〉 ∈ TP do # check all nodes

a← run(Strat [m],H[m]) # get the prescribed action
ur ← actionUtility(hm, a, m, TP ,BeliefSets) # calculate its utility
for eacha ∈ A do # check against each action

ud ← actionUtility(hm, a, m, TP ,BeliefSets) # calculate utility of deviant action
if ud > ur then return False fi

od
od
return True
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